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Have you considered
hosting a collectors’ meeting?

±
The November event pictured
on the cover of our last issue was
great fun, and we could all beneit
from more face-to-face meetings
of U.S. collectors. You don’t need
to have a big or expensive collection yourself, you just need a little
enthusiasm. Mike Brown is gathering names of possible hosts. Write
to him at typex1@aol.com, or call
him at (215) 934-7998.
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I

n issue 74 we ran a “Back to Basics”
story about eBay. The site remains
the easiest place to buy and sell old
typewriters, but our information needs
a little updating.
First, ebay.com has revised its categories (which are always worth checking for auctions where “typewriter”
does not appear in the title). You can
ind our objects of desire in these three
categories:

Antiques > Mercantile, Trades & Factories > Typewriters
Collectibles > Pens & Writing Instruments > Typewriters
Business & Industrial > Oice > Oice
Equipment > Typewriters & Word Processors
This last category can be narrowed
down by several brands.
Another change is that bidders’ usernames are no longer visible to anyone
but the bidders themselves and the seller. Others will see an abbreviated version of the username, with two letters
and asterisks in between. This means
that in most cases there is no point in
bidding before the very end of the auction—your friends and foes won’t know
that you’re bidding, so why bother?
Finally, sellers can no longer leave
negative feedback for buyers. This has
stopped some abusive behavior on the
part of sellers, but it has also made such
behavior possible on the part of buyers.
±
It’s interesting to relect on the ups
and downs of price (perhaps especially
in times like these). We know that the
typical price for an keyboard typewriter a century ago was $100—but how

much is that in today’s money?
The question is not easy to answer,
because value can be measured in numerous ways. The web site measuringworth.com ofers good explanations
of the issue, plus a calculator that provides comparisons using a variety of
methods. Let’s look at some examples.
$100 in 1880 is the equivalent of
around $2100 now when we consider
the consumer price index. However, it
would be $14,000 in terms of the unskilled wage. In other words, it would
be nearly impossible for a laborer to
save enough money to purchase a typewriter.
Here are some other comparisons,
using the consumer price index method, rounded to the nearest $50:
$100 in 1890 = $2350 now
$100 in 1900 = $2500 now
$100 in 1910 = $2250 now
$100 in 1920 = $1050 now
$100 in 1930 = $1250 now
$100 in 1940 = $1500 now
$100 in 1950 = $850 now
$100 in 1960 = $700 now
As you can see, only the rarer keyboard typewriters and early index machines are worth more today, by this
measure, than when sold.
For much of the typewriter’s history, its price was comparable to what
we pay today for a personal computer—with two caveats. Working-class
people could rarely aford a new keyboard typewriter; and people who did
buy one were planning to use it for decades—not to toss it out in a few years,
like a PC.
±
Which reminds me: congratulations
to Robert Messenger on his appearance on the popular Australian TV
show Collectors. Appropriately enough,
an article about the event in the Canberra Times appeared on the same page
as a piece about the growing problem
of “e-waste”—millions of tons of discarded computers and other obsolete
electronic equipment!

The Onondaga Split-Up

Restoring Three Special Machines
H

by Alfredo Sirvent (Vigo, Spain)

ere is some news about the machines that my four brothers and I won in the Breker auction of May 31, 2008, the second
auction dedicated to the OHA collection. These are three stories about three typewriters that are very “special” for us.

The irst machine we started to restore was the Royal Grand #169 (Breker lot 130). We chose it as our irst project because
the work involved was simpler, and would serve as practice for repairing the other two machines. It came to us without the
“Royal Grand” paper table, with a broken carriage return lever, missing the margin release key, its feed rollers and paper bail
rollers deteriorated with age, with a lot of rust and few mechanisms working properly. After taking apart everything necessary,
we proceeded to a thorough cleaning, polishing, lubrication, and repair of all its mechanisms. From an early Royal Standard
(model 1) we got a paper table and carriage return lever that we installed and adjusted in the Grand. We painted the paper table
and stenciled “Royal Grand” on it. I think it came out well. When we put new rubber on the feed rollers and paper bail rollers,
they worked right. We managed to get perfect performance from the line advance, the tabulator, the ribbon advance and color
switch, and the backspacer; we made a new margin release key with a metallic ring and celluloid, and also installed a new pull
cord. After adjusting the lowercase and uppercase positions, we managed to get truly good writing from the machine. And it
came out so “pretty”! We have been delighted to renovate this typewriter and add it to our collection.
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The second machine is the Brooks #1140. As one can see in the catalogue photo (lot #190), it arrived with quite a few little
problems. The vulcanite paper guide had two breaks in it (we did have the pieces), it was missing the sheet metal piece in front
that holds the paper while the carriage advances, neither the typebars nor the carriage were moving, and there was oxidation
everywhere (Breker gave it a 4/4 condition rating). We got down to work. During our August vacation, with some photos of
complete machines and ours in front of us, I made a model of the paper holder out of cardboard and brought it to a friend who
restores motorcycles; he made one out of sheet metal. We painted it and got it labeled. After vacation, we took apart everything
we had to, cleaned the machine, removed rust, polished, put it back together, glued together the vulcanite pieces (reinforcing
them with two metal strips underneath), and adjusted the escapement and typing—achieving an excellent result, as you can see
in the pictures.

And the third machine, the Sholes & Glidden #A7 (not A873 as in the catalogue), arrived in a very “erotic” state (nude)—for it
was missing its front decorative panels and its paper table. It also lacked its wooden feed roller and rubber bands. We had to make
a leather pull cord for the carriage, the escapement was not working, and we centered and adjusted the carriage rail, because it
was bent in the area where it is perforated to hold the margin stop. It was also missing the piece that holds the keyboard cover
when you open it to write. We began with the most complicated job. My good friend and collector Francisco Gonzales lent me
the panels from his decorated Sholes; I brought them to the motorcycle restorer, who made me some just like them. We painted
them, and after many visits to the print shop we managed to get them to make us decals as similar to the original as possible.
The rest was like the other machines: disassembly, a lot of cleaning, polishing, making the wooden roller and feed rollers, the
keyboard cover holder, a screw for the margin stop, and adjusting the escapement, spacing, and typing. This typewriter was so
badly out of alignment that we didn’t know where to begin. There was no way to get any letter in its place. Even though the
escapement was advancing, the letters were printing on top of each other—in short, it was a disaster. We applied a strong dose
of patience, and inally we managed to achieve something pretty attractive. What do you think?
In this auction, again from the former Remington collection, we also acquired New Century Caligraph 5 #16161; Molle 3
#2393; Hall New York #1690; and Hall Boston #9138. ±
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The Onondaga Split-Up

#AX93
by Richard Polt

I

was fortunate enough to win lot 152 in
November’s Breker auction, including
three typewriters from the former Onondaga Historical Association collection:
a Rex, a National portable, and my main
desire, a Dayton.
This is an early specimen of this shortlived make. A plate on the back reads
AX and 93; handwritten markings on
the base and cover read A93. A tag reads:
“DAYTON typewriter brought down
by MR. ELY on December 17, 1924, in
re NEMCOVSKY patents.” (See Louis
Nemcovsky’s patent #1,504,198 for a
portable typewriter.) Dayton #AX64
was sold in November 2007 to Thomas
Fürtig. (I suspect that mine was originally
in the Smith-Corona collection, because
AX64 came with a label clearly marked
“Remington Typewriter Company Museum,” saying that it was received Dec.
2, 1924 as “one of the irst manufactured
and ofered for sale.” Remington would
not have needed to get another Dayton
15 days after the irst.) Thomas is aware
of only ive Daytons: his, mine, two in
the Milwaukee Public Museum (#AX112
and 372), and one from the former Rehr
collection (#2407/102). Does any reader
know of more?
Unimpressive in its looks, with an awkward proile and drab paint, the Dayton
doesn’t have the best reputation among
collectors—nor does the city where it
was made. As Paul Lippman wrote in
Type-Writer Times no. 20 (Summer 1990),
“Dayton’s most lasting claim to fame in
the world of the typewriter must be the
many machines that failed in this single
city in Ohio”—including the Rapid, the
Bennington, the Jundt, and of course the
Dayton, which “vanished from the market promptly. One of its … faults was the
inferior quality of the material used in its
construction.”
But I have not found this to be a dull
or poorly made machine. Under the hood,
it boasts an interesting system of leverage
which can best be described as relying on
pushing instead of pulling. The type levers pivot on two horizontal rods. When
you depress a key, the base of the typebar is pushed forward. The typebars are
curved, arcing slightly away from the carriage, apparently in order to leave room

for the mechanism while
keeping the proile of
the typewriter as lat
as possible. The ribbon
advance mechanism and
escapement are not working
on my Dayton, because a couple of parts are stif; the cause of
this is not clear to me, but I admit
it is possible that substandard metals are at fault.
The typewriter was put on the market
in April 1924 for $35 by the Dayton Portable Typewriter Co., 378 E. 1st St., Dayton, Ohio. The company boasted, “Our
modern system of intensiied quantity
production—with only one size and
one style—makes [the low price]
possible. We use the same methods in production and sale
of the ‘Dayton’ as Henry
Ford does in making
his car. Then too, we
have eliminated literally
hundreds of parts, as our
PATENTED DESIGN requires only 559 parts, as compared with over 2,000 parts in
other standard machines.”
The inventor of the Dayton
was Charles Underwood Carpenter.
His main patent (#1,451,203, April 10,
1923) stresses “simplicity and ease
of operation,” “compactness,”
and “extreme visibility.”
A supplementary patent
(#1,584,008) was iled
by Carpenter with
Rudolph F. Brandt.
Carpenter was a
manager at Dayton’s
National Cash Register Co., where he
established a modern
under heavy service.” My judgment so far
personnel oice. He was the author of is that the machine is rugged, and seems
books on management, and also patented carefully made. Its swift failure was more
a thrust-action typewriter that was never likely due to the long odds faced by a
produced (#1,564,200). Whether there small company against established comwas any business relationship between petitors, rather than to the market’s fair
NCR and the typewriter company is not judgment on its quality. ±
clear.
The Dayton is fairly light, 12 1/2 Thanks to Mike Brown and Thomas Fürtig.
pounds, but according to Typewriter Top- Have you acquired or researched one of the
ics, “The object was to produce a strong typewriters from the OHA collection? Conrugged typewriter that would stand up sider contributing to this series!
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THE STORY OF A TYPEWRITER
by Franz X. Meyer

W

ishes accompany us our whole
life long, always depending
on each person’s mentality. Some
wish for success in their profession
and plenty of money, others just wish
to stay healthy their whole life—but
what does the collector of historic
oice machines want? Everyone has
probably wished to ind a machine
worth x, but to pay only y for it. Many
have found this kind of bargain and
taken great pleasure in it; if you
haven’t yet, I wish you such a bargain
with all my heart. But let’s be honest:
who hasn’t wished to ind a machine
that there is only one of, a unique
piece—a prototype?
Whenever I read in Martin that
some machine existed only as a prototype in the collection of Museum
XYZ, I have always wished to ind
one—but I never dared to dream that
I would really have such luck. I want
to tell you my story to show you how,
even today, such a thing can happen
to any of us.
Sometime in July 2000, I found a
small ad in a Munich newspaper:
Old THEBAU typewriter for sale
[Price and telephone]
I’m sure every one of us has answered
such ads countless times; upon asking more precisely about the make
or model, one discovers that it’s just
another standard machine—but it
could have been something else. So
when I read the ad, I igured the
owner had just read the name wrong;
only the rather high price and the
name THEBAU, unknown to me, led
me to call.
When I asked the seller about this
name, I got the response: “This machine is one of a kind, and THEBAU
stands for Theodor Bauer.” This
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statement prompted me to complete
the purchase over the phone immediately, sight unseen.
It was a Friday. It was pouring rain,
and I had to drive across the whole
city to reach a little place between
Munich and Freising. I told the seller,
“I’ll need a good hour to drive over to
you.”
He said, “Take your time, I’ll make
cofee meanwhile.”
I can’t list all the thoughts that
rushed through my head during the
drive, but I think the worst was,
“What do I do if the man says, ‘I
have a higher ofer’?”
But it was all OK. I was there in
50 minutes and was welcomed with,
“Good day, the cofee is ready.” And
over cofee and cake, I heard this unbelievable story.
The man had had the machine for
over 30 years. His sons had no interest in it, so he wanted to sell it. The
seller was in the heating business,
and in 1970 his company installed
new central heating and a new oil
tank in a very big house in Munich.
When removing the old oil tanks, he
found a wooden crate behind a tank,
containing an old typewriter.
When he asked the homeowner
about it, he got the machine as a gift.
The homeowner told him that as
a child, he had written on this machine that belonged to his father. His
father got the machine as rent from a
Mr. Theo Bauer, who had lived in the
house for many years. Bauer designed
and built the machine after the First
World War with his son. Due to the
hyperinlation, he lost all his money;
he could no longer pay rent, and so
the machine came into the possession of this homeowner’s father.
That was the seller’s vague story.
My drive home was full of happiness

and joy, and the next few days I was
completely consumed with cleaning and investigating the THEBAU.
Naturally I wanted to know more,
and I called the seller again.
He replied to my question that after thirty years, he could no longer
remember the street or the house
that the typewriter came from; he
would no longer recognize the house
if he were standing in front of it. That
was understandable. He remembered
only that it was in Sendling, an old
district of Munich. This was at least
a small hint.
Well, I relected on how I could
make progress, and I knew that a very
long road lay ahead of me. Things
were often to be diicult because of
privacy concerns and bureaucracy,
but I also met very nice, helpful, and
open people.
My irst approach was to search
the old address books in the archives of the city of Munich. After
illing out many forms and six hours
of searching on microilm, behold,
I found that despite the common
name (Bauer just means “peasant”)
there was just one Theodor Bauer
who had lived in Sendling in Munich
from 1906 to 1940—very good. But
his profession, “businessman,” had
me in a little doubt; still, he was the
only one who it all the criteria, so I
investigated him further.
Through the non-bureaucratic
help of a very nice lady, I was able to
copy a “legitimacy sheet” dated January 26, 1894. Here I could see where
and when Theodor Bauer was born,
that he was married, and that he had
a son and daughter. Unfortunately I
could not ind the son in the address
books; I did not even know whether
he lived in Munich. An oicial request at the birthplace of the son,

Kassel, was unfortunately denied for
reasons of privacy.
Somehow I had to ind out the
date of Theodor Bauer’s death, because only in this way could I continue with a probate court search.
Again through the assistance of the
nice lady from the city archives, I got
this date. I found that Theodor had
died impoverished. After this long
period, his death notice was no longer in the probate court, but in the
state archive. Once again, there was
a long procedure with forms and explanations so that I could inally see
the death notice of Theodor Bauer.
And in this death notice was a note
that was so important for me: the
name of the son and his profession,
“mechanic.” Now I knew I was on
the right track.
This time it was a nice man who
cut through the red tape and made
me a copy of the death notice. But
the further search for the son, Ferdinand, was very diicult. The son had
probably always lived with his parents, and I could not ind any contact
information for him. I had to search

for the mother. Looking back at the
probate court, I found out that his
mother died at home—and eventually I found an address for Ferdinand
Bauer, and the occupation “janitor.”
But only for two years, from 1946 to
1948—then Ferdinand Bauer disappeared from the address book.
Again through the assistance of
the nice lady from the city archives,
I got the information that Ferdinand
Bauer died childless. My quest had
come to an end. I had even searched
for the house where Theodor Bauer
and his family had lived so long, but
it had already been sold twice, so I
investigated it no further.
Here, again, were the stations of
my search: city archives, marriage ofice, German Patent Oice, Deutsches Museum company archives, cemetery, probate court, the state archives,
city collections.
I can now summarize: as a bookkeeper and clerk, Theodor Bauer
saw an opportunity after the First
World War to make money from
the huge demand for typewriters. I
think he had the ideas and was the

initiator of the whole project. His
son, Ferdinand, was the constructor,
thanks to his job as mechanic. Probably both father and son worked on
their machine from 1919 to 1922. It
took a long time, because both surely
had their jobs, and did the typewriter construction only in their spare
time. They had to take account of
many patents. Over the long period
of construction, they were swept of
their feet by the inlation and, like
so many others, lost all their money.
Why father and son did not take up
the typewriter project again in better times remains a mystery. The
THEBAU was, in any event, a typewriter that, given the technology of
the time, was absolutely comparable
to machines such as the Continental,
Ideal, or Kappel, if not better. For a
bookkeeper-clerk and a mechanic,
this was a great achievement—the
machine was it for production.
Theodor Bauer lived from March
6, 1866, to May 16, 1939. Ferdinand
Bauer lived from April 1, 1898 to May
22, 1972. Both their graves were abandoned and no longer exist. ±

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE

THEBAU
Four-bank frontstroke machine with
type levers and segment modeled on
Wagner’s Underwood.
Bicolor ribbon, 13 mm, reversed manually, no ribbon motion when spacing.
42 keys, shift keys on both sides,
shift lock left, backspace key top left,
tabulator key (with brake) top right,
bell rings ive spaces before end of line,
margin release on top left beside backspace key.
The carriage is pulled by a steel band
and runs on ball bearings. The platen is
easily exchangeable. Carriage return lever on right, 1-2-3 line spacing. Carriage
release and paper release levers on left.
Platen width 33.5 cm, paper holder,
paper table, paper support (missing).
Ransmeier R 58 types. Machine weight:
13 kg.
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by Richard Polt

A

couple of years ago Marty Rice conducted a poll of typewriter collectors regarding people who cut keys of typewriters
to turn them into jewelry. he most popular description of said people, he found, was
“Not quite subhuman barbarians, but cultural vandals nevertheless, and philistines.”
Some feel a visceral horror when they see
keys pried of a noble old writing machine.
Others aren’t particularly bothered by the
practice, as long as we’re talking about dimea-dozen Royals and Remingtons. But all collectors will agree that there’s a danger that an
ignorant key bandit will vandalize a rare and
valuable machine. his is not an unfounded
fear. Most of us who watch eBay regularly
have shuddered to ind a Fox portable or
Harris Visible minus its keys; these aren’t
great rarities, no, but they are collectible
typewriters that surely don’t deserve such
treatment. he more thoughtful sellers ofer
to chop of the keys ater the auction, if the
buyer wants that—otherwise they’ll ship
the whole machine. Fair enough. But there
are others who chop irst and ask questions
later.
Some time ago, I was intrigued to ind a
set of keys on eBay advertised as coming from
an “Aztec typewriter.” What might that be?
I was aware that the name “Aztec” had been
put on some East German Erikas when they
were exported in the ’50s, but these looked
like pre-war keys. I sent the seller an inquiry
and was told, “hello, yes i have the typewriter
but its in bad shape.” Photos soon followed,
and I saw that “bad shape” was an understatement. he poor thing was cracked right
in half. But it was a rarity, all right—a name
variant of the Pittsburg that I’d never seen
before. I made sure that I was the high bidder on the keys, and for a modest extra sum,
the seller sent me the typewriter along with
them.
Obviously it had been dropped—quite
possibly in the recent past. As we know, the
cast iron frames of old typewriters are brittle
when subjected to sharp, sudden shocks. It’s
really not surprising that the seller assumed
that the only valuable part of this one would
be the keys.
I had never faced a repair as major as this
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one before, but I had to try. I bought some
clamps and some J-B Weld, and set to work.
(J-B Weld is a strong epoxy glue that can
be found at auto shops in the U.S. It boasts
that it can be used to repair all sorts of heavy
machinery. he kind I recommend comes
in two tubes and takes a day to set. here is
also the faster-setting J-B Quik, and a variety that comes in one claylike roll and can be
mixed by hand; I do not recommend these
varieties for big jobs.)
A day later, the frame was back together.
But what about those keys? First I tried holding the keys onto the sharp, mangled stems
using tiny binder clips while gluing them
with J-B Weld. No good—the bond was
easily broken. he same frustrating results
were yielded by other glues, such as Liquid
Nails, and soldering was hopeless.
Like all Pittsburgs, this one has a remov-

able keyboard/typebar assembly, so one solution to reconstituting the machine would
simply have been to ind another keyboard
unit for it. But the keyboard on this one is
Spanish, and that may be signiicant, as I’ll
explain in a moment—so I didn’t want to replace it with a standard American keyboard.
Finally I discovered a product that was
acceptable for my key-restoring purposes:
Milliput, a British-made modeling compound that hardens into the consistency of
a light ceramic (it can be found on eBay). By
attaching each key to its stem with a ball of
Milliput, I was able to get the keyboard back
together.
I still wouldn’t try to type on this machine—it has mechanical problems, and the
Milliput won’t hold up to heavy stress—but
at least it is it for display. he Milliput can
be removed without too much trouble if a

better solution presents itself. (Any ideas?)
As for this particular machine: its serial
number is 56191. he paper table reads “AZTEC, he American Trading and Engineering Company.” I have found no references to
such a company, but one related typewriter
(#55728) exists in the Tom Russo collection.
Its paper table is identical except that it reads
ATEC, not AZTEC. What might account
for the diference is the Spanish keyboard. It
could be that the AZTEC name is a deliberate reference to Mexican history and was put
on some Spanish-language machines. (It did
not come to me from Mexico, though; it was
in the upper Midwest.)
Pittsburgs have a noble history: they are
descended from the irst visible frontstroke
typewriter, the Daugherty (pronounced
“Dockerty”). Originally made in Groton,
New York (in the Crandall plant), the
Daugherty moved in 1894 to Kittanning,
Pennsylvania, near Pittsburg (the post oice
forced the city to remove the inal “h” for
some years). he Daugherty company collapsed ater 2500 fatally lawed machines
were produced in 1897; the factory supervisor hanged himself and there was a ire
at the factory, according to the supervisor’s
great-granddaughter, as told to Peter Weil.
he plant was taken over by a new enterprise,
the Pittsburg Visible Typewriter Co., the
next year. At irst the Pittsburg typewriter
looked much like a Daugherty, with minor
changes; this design includes the model 10
(1902). he company was bought by the
Union Typewriter Co. in 1908. Models 11

and 12 (1911) adopted a more
conventional proile, with
shorter typebars and a more
upright body. he design then
became still boxier and more
enclosed. Herman Price has
documented two subtypes
of this inal design—one
with a cast-iron typebar
cover (as on the Aztec) and
one with a sheet-metal typebar cover.
Apparently the company had trouble holding its own against the
competition. On May
12, 1913, it was placed in
receivership; as stated in
this New York Times ad from
Sept. 29 of that year, one of the receivers was
F. L. Sholes (presumably Christopher Sholes’
son Fred), and Pittsburgs were being sold for
only $39 apiece.
But bankruptcy was not the end of the
story. For a number of years following, we
ind name variants of the Pittsburg for sale
by a variety of companies. By 1916, the company was controlled by Montgomery Ward,
which advertised the typewriter for $48.50
as the Reliance Visible, “the family typewriter.” his name (along with Reliance and
Reliance Premier) is the most common late
name variant, but by no means the only one.
Under the name American no. 9, the machine was sold by the American Typewriter Co. of New
York. American Automobile
Accessories of Cincinnati advertised it as the Americo. Other names
include Decker Beachler,
Broadway Standard, Wall
Street Standard, Progress,
and Fort Pitt. Its inal incarnation was the Shilling Brothers 22.
Herm a n’s
records
docum e n t
serial
nu mbers
stretching
from 51148
to
63205
for the post-

bankruptcy name variants—but oddly, the
various body styles (the 1911 style and the
two subtypes of the late boxy style) seem to
be scattered randomly through the series. It
appears that there were batches of letover
machines in the factory at the time of bankruptcy; these were relabeled, and perhaps
renumbered, for sale to a variety of companies—such as ATEC. I wouldn’t be surprised if the factory produced very few new
machines from 1913 to 1921. And I won’t be
too surprised if one of our readers discovers
yet another name variant! ±
hanks to Herman Price and Peter Weil.
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Portables, ETCetera by

T

he nearly decade-long interest I’ve had
in typewriters has led me to many
paths and ends, some large in scope and
some small. While normally I focus on
the larger picture, it’s also fun to examine
detail parts—and in this issue I’ll describe
some of the most interesting details I’ve
found on the many hundreds of models
of typewriter I’ve been fortunate to
examine.
he particular device, or design, that
sparked my idea for this column was
found in a Predom standard machine we
recently acquired. his is a Polish-made
licensed copy of the well-known Facit
standard machine, and this example is fairly late. While the unitized construction of
the machine is interesting in its execution,
the boldest design feature is that utilized
to allow half-space correction. On any
other machine I’ve examined with this
feature, carriage motion is involved, either
with half-spacing on depression of the
space bar or with a separate key. On this
Predom (and naturally one would assume
on the corresponding Facit) the half-step
correction is taken by means of moving
the entire type-bar segment sideways the
distance correlating to half the pitch, or
a half-step correlation to escapement
travel by means of a half-step correction
key. Certainly, anyone familiar with typewriter design immediately understands
the risk taken through inclusion of
such a device, but suice it to say that
it works well and that the machine in
hand, obviously fairly well-used, is none
the worse for having it, in terms of type
alignment.
he inclusion of such a device is,
then, intriguing because the designer
certainly knew the risk in so doing and
made the device workable anyway—an
unconventional solution, well designed
and thought out though it may be.
Another unconventional solution can be
found in the Harris Visible. DeWitt C.
Harris, with what experience in the ield
prior we still do not know, addressed
the problem of “touch,” or key lever /
type bar response to typist strength, in
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Will Davis

a highly unconventional way. Harris
did not allow any sort of adjustment to
the machine’s touch in terms of variable
spring tension (most oten spring tension
on a bail contacted by all key levers, say
for actuating ribbon advance) but rather
made each and every key lever adjustable
to strike by being bifurcated—that is
to say forked, or split. his necessitates
a somewhat complicated key lever and
intermediate link arrangement, but
gives the beneit that when a key lever
is struck harder the fork opens further,
allowing the key top to yield away below
the strike while still actuating the typebar mechanism at roughly the same rate.
his may in fact have served to slow down
typists, but was forgiving of uneven stroke
or blow. Perhaps more importantly, it was
an inbuilt touch response design incapable
of failure and impossible to misadjust.
he genius of Harris came from parts
unknown; the Harris was designed
throughout as if someone familiar with
the art were involved. Another design
element wherein the origination is unclear
is the simple, elegant arrangement of the
right end of the ABC carriage. Although
Prof. Wilhelm Wagenfeld designed the
exterior styling (“mask” in typewriter
design parlance) we cannot be certain if
he was involved at all in the most unique
feature of the machine—the paper release
/ carriage release lever. On this elegantly
styled machine, one lever pulled toward
the typist releases the carriage; pushed
away, it’s the paper release lever.
his simple design step allows
an uncluttering of lines on the
carriage, which allows it to more
closely match the sleek and
uncomplicated design seen overall
elsewhere. Further, it allows the
shape of the lever employed to
become an important element.
Surely, then, one might suppose
that Wagenfeld had a hand in the
design, since it lends so clearly to
the elegance of the machine, but
we may never know for sure.
here are many other devices

that come to mind in such a progression,
but at risk of ending on a sour note
I’ll mention one of the worst—the
paragraph/tab device found on early Barr
portables. his device certainly wasn’t
in keeping with the high engineering
standards of the rest of the machine, and
is nearly impossible to operate correctly.
he device is basically an extra swinging
rack mounted on the carriage, with an
operating lever protruding from the
upper right end of the carriage. In order
to operate the device as a tabulator, both
the device lever and the carriage release
had to be actuated simultaneously.
Further, to obtain paragraph indent the
operating lever had to be held down while
the carriage was returned. he clumsiness
of this procedure is immediately obvious
and is why Barr changed to a true, internal,
key-operated tabulator fairly early in
production. ±
Friends, this will be my inal regular
column for ETCetera. I’ve been writing
for this magazine since December 2001,
and I’ve made the decision that it’s time for
me to move on. I will forever be grateful to
Chuck & Rich for giving me the shot, and to
Richard Polt for asking me to stay on-board
ater he took over the magazine. I do hope
to make contributions and look forward to
new opportunities in this wonderful hobby
of ours. hanks to YOU, the ETCetera
members, for your continued support over
all these years! —WILL DAVIS

Ephemera

T

technique to make “wafers” (Oblaten)
or “gloss pictures” (Glanzbilder).2 The
production of the object-, animal-,
and human-shaped little images was
used by printers as a way to advertise
to potential customers the high level
of quality of their product. But the
scraps quickly became collected by
children, and then adults who decorated their scrap books with them, part
of an activity so popular that Rickards
(2000) called it a “cult.” The next noncommercial application of scrap was
by individuals in the 1880s for making
personal greeting cards, a fact commercially responded to by printers to
meet a rising taste for greeting cards
among the expanding middle classes
of industrial countries. This little embossed die-cut of a Yost #4 was on the
front of a Christmas card produced
about 1900 in Loncontinuing through advertising imag- don. However,
es for Blickensderfer (1899), Standard this gem was
Folding (ca. 1909—Corona’s linear not produced
ancestor), and other companies, lead- to advering up to this colorful diorama-like tise the
piece. This same graphic link of typewriters to mobility in trains, cars, and
airplanes was by 1920 more simply embodied in the company-created catchword noun “CORONATYPING.” All
those images of typewriters and transportation mobility were, by symbolic t y p e extension, also linked to the upward writer. Instead, a
printer
mobility possible in the industrial so- made it as a part of a Christmas greetcieties of North America and Europe. ing card that was produced for sale to
Die-cuts (“scrap” or “chromo-re- the public.
liefs” as the English called them) were
The use of the die-cuts for advertisoriginally produced in the late 1860s ing consumer products began in the
and early 1870s in the UK and the US, late 1860s, before the production of
drawing on a German color printing greeting cards. Printers—especially in
the U.S.— at that time began making
plain and embossed die-cut advertising trade cards.3 Fairbanks Scale Co.,
the primary distributor of the Sholes
and Glidden, the irst manufactured
typewriter in America, innovatively
turned to this new form to announce
the qualities of its machine. The ca.
1877-78 example advertising the “Perfected” version4 of the Type-Writer
here is one of four known versions of
the fan die-cut touting the Sholes and

by Peter Weil

his stunning image1 of a man using his Corona #3 portable on
a train is the interior page of a 1916
trade catalog created two years after
the Standard Folding company had
renamed itself. Its efectiveness as an
advertisement is based on its form as a
die-cut and “pop-up,” supporting the
primary message of the advertising
efort: “Riding Time Made Writing
Time.”
In this and most pre-1920 advertising for smaller typewriters, the imagery was that of typing while riding the
train, that epitome of Victorian high
tech and symbol of free movement.
This imagery, literally and iguratively,
carries the direct beneits of portability, as seen in simple magazine ads as
early as 1886 for the World Index, and
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Glidden, but it should be noted that
this was a stock card with overprinting
on the back to advertise the machine.
These cards also were used by other
advertisers. The typewriter was just
beginning to sell well, and the choice
of a stock card, as opposed to one created just for the product, relects the
restraints on their advertising budget.
The Japanesque theme of the fan’s
front image, the part that made it desirable to scrapbookers even then, was
an Aesthetic Movement image. The
style began in the UK but was also
popular in the U.S. as a “pleasurable”
alternative to Victorian “moralistic”
images. It was strongly inluenced by
Asian art.
The next example of a die-cut ad-

example the silver color contrasting
with the black highlights the lowers
cast into the model 1’s frame, also using the Aesthetic style. Smith Premier
also turned to a chromolithic die-cut
to announce the award of the Gold
Medal to its machines at the 1900 Paris Exposition. This trade card had the
additional quality of three-dimensionality through embossing that centers
on its award.
By the middle of the last decade of
the 19th century, the Daugherty Typewriter Co., manufacturer of what most
regard as the irst truly visible front
strike machine (introduced in 1893),
celebrated its irst award through this
vertising a typewriter is this cover stock trade card die-cut. It is in the
of a trade catalog (ca. 1890) from the form of a racing saddle decorated with
Smith Premier Co. This was clearly an image of a singles sculling boat race.
custom printed for the model 1, and While the card was not designed spesimilar diecuts were used by the com- ciically to advertise the Daugherty
pany to demonstrate the qualities of Visible, its sports theme was related
this and the later models 2 and 4 on to the announcement on the back
both trade cards and catalogs. In this that the typewriter had won the Silver
Medal at Atlanta’s
Cotton States and
International Exposition in August,
1895.
The
Wagner
Typewriter
Co.,
manufacturer
of
the
Underwood
Typewriter around
1899, turned to the
Kellogg Manufacturing Co. of New
York City to create
a “novelty.” This
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more complex die-cut formed a puzzle requiring that the attached key be
removed from the card without tearing the paper. Unlike the cards above,
the main focus was not on an image
that was aesthetically desirable or that
might be placed in a scrapbook. The
enjoyment of the card, instead, would
come from the challenge presented.
The other side of the card advertises
Underwood inks and ribbons.
Other typewriter advertising devices enhanced by the use of a die-cut
method were humor and curiosity.

Here in 1901, we see Wellington publicizing its #2 at the Pan-American
Exposition in Bufalo through a trade
catalog. The viewer is attracted into
the booklet through use of the rear
image of a man straining to look over
a wall and a text on a sign that teases
the reader’s curiosity.
In the same year, 1901, Simplex produced a tiny Christmas catalog enhanced by two die-cuts forming its
covers, one of which is presented here.
At this point, the company continued
to market its index machines as adult
typewriters that would fulill the
needs of scholars and businesses for
as little as $1.00. In this example, the
young woman holds its sophisticated
and most expensive ($5.00)
machine. In the next few
years, Simplex was to shift
its focus to children
and,
as part
of that
change,
it advertised through
similarly
colorful
(but larger) diecuts of Santa
Claus in diferent
poses with various
Simplex models
and other toys.
Time and its
iner
divisions
marked
the
changes in the

lives of those living in the new industrial age, and
the symbol for
daily life that embodied this was
the technology of
time: watches and
time clocks. In
1908, Remington
introduced
the
#10, its irst front
stroke machine
bearing its own
company
name.
Remington’s own
mantra, stated on its logo, was “To
Save Time Is to Lengthen Life,” and it
often redundantly used time as its advertising theme. When the new model
was introduced in the UK, the distributor, creating the ultimate redundant
message, had this watch-shaped trade
card shaped to reinforce the concept
of its manufacturer’s speed of production and, by implication, the greater
eiciency of its typewriter.
About a decade after Corona produced the train diecut shown at the
beginning of this article, Royal Typewriter Co. introduced its own portable
to compete with Corona’s products.
The irst open-spool Royal model, introduced in 1926, is an icon of portable
design, and by the next year, a variant
with covered spools was produced.
Here, a small trade catalog advertising the new model through a die-cut
of a case opens to reveal the machine.
A “letter” for the reader is in the typewriter’s platen and images in it illustrate Royal’s new Duco paint colors.
Trains, puzzles, art, and
typewriters
themselves are represented in these
“scraps” of our
collectible history. They are
to die for! ±

Notes
1. This and other die-cuts here are from
the author’s collection.
2. The best authorities on this subject are
Graham Hudson’s The Design and Printing
of Ephemera in Britain and America: 170190 (2008) and Maurice Rickards’ Encyclopedia of Ephemera (2000).
3. For more on the history of trade cards
and their use in typewriter advertising,
see ETCetera, September 2006.
4. The distinctive feature of the Perfected
Sholes and Glidden visible here is the lever on the right end of the platen that was
used to return the carriage. The machine
has no treadle or side lever for this purpose.
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Show & Tell ..............................................................Garvin

M

y “Garvin” is back from restoration. No references or patents found, but I know that E. E. Garvin, New York, made the
Horton no. 2 and the early Hammonds. It may never have had typefaces, but it works perfectly. It’s deinitely a prototype
which obviously was never produced in series.
—Uwe Breker, Cologne
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I thought I would submit my Royal FPE
painted in the colors of the Pittsburgh Steelers!
The machine was painted by Tim Goller of
Keystone Typewriter Co. here in Johnstown,
Pa. —Marty Rice

I found a red Everest 90 from 194.
—Silvano Donadoni

This stylish little Red Hot Writer is a Junior
58 (serial C68, Polt collection). It comes
from Spain, but no one seems to know who
made it. Do you? And do you have any more
information about obscure Spanish typewriters? Send it in for our upcoming special issue:

¡Máquinas de escribir
en España!

Lars Borrmann: Blick Featherweight,
Dactyle 3, Elliott Fisher
Gabe Burbano: Blick Featherweight,
Hammond Folding, National portable
3 #5375, Remington Standard 6
Jim Cagle: Oliver 11 #1015428
Tim Champlin: Fox 24
Tilman Elster: Liliput A, Remington
port. 2 German kbd. #VPPDAFK
Thomas Fürtig: Erika 5 one-handed,
Iberia, Lloyd IV (Imperial B), Mentor
2, Super (Rheinmetall 9)
Travis Hamric: Caligraph 2, Corona 3
(Std. Foldg.), Corona 3 (sheet metal
arms), Reliance Visible, Smith Pr. 2
Congrats to Travis on his new baby boy!
Bert Kerschbaumer: Oliver 1 #288
Jenell Larson: 1904 Franklin, Keaton
Music Typewriter, Voss
Ed Neuert: Blick 90, early Corona 3,
Fox port. 2, National port. 3, early
Noiseless port., red Remington port.
1, Smith Premier 9, Sun checkwriter,
UHL & Satellite typewriter stands
John Payton: New Model Crandall,
Lambert #14, early Standard Folding,
New Yost (pics at mellow60s.com)
Stellios Peios: Moya 2
Richard Polt: Annabella, Dayton, Everest
K2, Junior 58, Remer, Triumph DeJur
Perfekt, Winsor Special De Luxe
Herman Price: Smith Premier desk 1891,
Empire 2, Corona 3 math kbd., Smith
Premier 2 (caps only), Royal Senior
Signet, Caligraph wooden ribbon box
(Rogers) holding 6 individual wooden
boxes with cranks, Travis #69,
Noiseless prototype #2-07, Standard
Folding w/ checkwriter type, Standard
Folding #597, Hammond Multiplex
Electric, Progress (Reliance Visible),
Tip Tip, Bambino, Secor 2, Visigraph,
Fisher 2 #146, Yost 1 #613, Manhattan
#152, Remington 9 Arabic, Keystone
John Pulley: Oliver 2, Hermes Featherwt.
Alan Seaver: Monarch Pioneer, 1941
Olivetti Studio 42, 1914 Oliver 5 used
by NY Yankees (“In 1973, sports
reporter Bert Sugar pulled it out of a
storage room beneath the bleachers
of Yankee Stadium as they were prepping its major facelift.”)
Mark Taf: 1909 Oliver candlesticks,
Oliver 3, Rem-Blick
Peter Weil: Odell 4 & box, Hammond 2
#77016 (very late)
Jay Williams: Remington 10 #RD53297
(1915)
Reinmar Wochinz: English, Kleidograph,
1898 & Souvenir Simplexes
Machines in red are from OHA.
What’s new on your shelf ?
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Writers
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New on the Shelf

A

Red Hot

No. 79, December 2008
• The mini-Writing Ball
• Review: Leonhard Dingwerth’s 2-vol.
history of German TW factories
• Olympia Filia A and B
• 1931-49 Underwood standards

November-December 2008
• Name variants at Schnaittach mtg.
• Germans meet in 5 (!) other places
and at the Wattens TW museum
January 2009
• November Breker auction
• Swiss meeting
• IFHB member inds TW bargains
February 2009
• Eichenau & Garbsen meetings
• IFHB reform movement
• Aspeed (Japanese L.C. Smith)

No. 34, December 2008
• Tetractys and Divisumma calculators
• Use & repair guide for Rem. 10-11-12

No. 33, December 2008
• Typewriter, a Christian invention?
• Typewriter exhibit in Montmorillon

February 2009
• Eugene Ford’s career at IBM (inventor, Ford Typewriter)
• Meeting at Herman Price’s home
• John Payton on Current’s The Typewriter and the Men Who Made It, photographing typewriters, and insurance
• Typewriters in The Exchange and Mart,
1868-1948

Next Breker OHA Auction:
May 16, 009 (see breker.com)
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Letters
The Norica is an impressive looking
piece of hardware, but is it classiied as
a “visible”? Anyone using the Norica all
day would get a terrible backache from
straining to look over the hump!
The photo of Marty Rice tasting the
gold Royal is cute—but gold has no taste,
so all he could tell was that it wasn’t
some tastier metal. Would gold-anodized aluminum have a taste? There is no
gold involved in anodizing aluminum—
it can be made any color, and has been.
Aluminum might well have a taste—but
there is no bare aluminum—it’s too reactive and is always coated with a layer
of aluminum oxide, a very hard, stable
compound that probably has no taste
and forms immediately if you cut a piece
of aluminum. Another thing that occurs
to me is that brass used decoratively is
often lacquered. Could Marty taste lacquer? I doubt it—the Chinese ate from
lacquerware for centuries.
Ned Brooks
Lilburn, Ga.
Marty Rice replies: The test is inductive,
like any scientiic test, and always has the
possibility of being undermined, although we
have to weigh the reasonableness of supposed
defeating circumstances. Ned irst raises the
possibility that the composition of the case is
some form of aluminum and aluminum or its
oxide may have no taste. But how reasonable
is it to expect the case of the Royal to be made
of gold anodized aluminum? I suspect we can
rule that out with great conidence since, more
than likely, the plating was after-market and
Royals were made with steel cases, not aluminum ones in the period from which Herman’s
comes. We also saw the copper matrix where
the plating was worn away. By the way, I
have tasted aluminum. My mother gave me a
batch of war-time French coins from the Vichy government when I was a kid, and these
are all made of aluminum and obvously have
a coating of aluminum oxide on them. There’s
a deinite metallic taste to these. Of course I
can’t claim this is indefeasible either, and there
may be reasons for the taste that are not the
result of the metal. Now, perhaps, as Ned suggested, the plating was lacquered and I may
not be able to taste lacquer. That’s a possibility, but again we have to ask ourselves how
reasonable that is in the present case. Given
the amount of wear we could notice on the
plating, I’d say if there was a lacquer coating,
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it had been signiicantly compromised through
wear. Furthermore, I’ve tasted the lacquer
coating on my Chinese made fountain pens
and although I can’t notice a taste, it does have
a diferent, smoother texture from metal and
feels much warmer on the tongue. Moreover,
there is a non-sequitur in Ned’s response. Just
because the Chinese ate from lacquer-ware it
doesn’t follow that it has no taste. People have
eaten from a number of substances which may
not contribute a taste to food but do have their
own taste when directly put on the tongue,
e.g., pewter, wood.
The Simplex piece was both fun and
deep, making me realize just how little I
and others have known about the interesting and complex origins of the Simplex, a machine so often derided by so
many of us typewriter collectors.
Peter Weil
Newark, Del.
Peter Weil’s contribution is my favorite. I hope that you can persuade him to
continue his contributions. He has no
lack of material.
Jos Legrand
Tilburg, The Netherlands
How did they assemble and adjust a
new typewriter during manufacturing
without signs of burrs and/or scratches
on the screw heads and nuts? After we
worked on them in the ’50s you could almost always see these signs. What kind
of tools did they use?
Dwayne Peacock
Winield, Kan.
Bob Aubert replies: They used special screw
drivers that actually it the slots! All the drivers found in hardware stores are ground to it
an assortment of screws. In other words, they
are general purpose tools. Of course, when a
typewriter assembly guy had to tap something
into position, he used a brass or bronze hammer. Later, tough plastic-nosed steel hammers
were used instead. None of these tools will
leave a mark on the steel parts.
I always enjoy the publication and
have them dating back to the Darryl
Rehr days. I attended a meeting of the
Southern California group at his house
many years ago.
Mainly, my collection is manual portables from the thirties through the ifties. Some time ago I began buying all

the more colorful portables from those
years—red, blue, yellow, various shades
of tan, almost anything other than the
standard black or battleship gray. It is
surprising how many there are. My collection began with a late-19th-century
Sholes Visible that my grandfather had
in his mercantile store in New London,
WI. When he moved to Oklahoma (then
the Indian Territory) in about 1905, he
took the typewriter with him and used it
in his store there. I irst saw it, as a child,
stored away in his attic in Oklahoma.
Kept my eye on the interesting machine
for years until his death, and then took
it under my wing. It is complete with
its wooden base and sheet-metal “ogee”
shaped cover and handle. That’s what
started this typewriter thing with me.
Jim Freiburger
Cedar Glen, Cal.
I’m working on a book about Varitypers, with friend John Whittle, so have
been learning even more about these
great old descendants of the Hammond
typewriter, as well as (of course) using
the Varitypers for a ton of typesetting.
About a year ago I built an add-on
unit for the Varityper which connects up
with some micro-switches and solenoids
I mounted inside a model 660—and now
have an auto carriage advance at high
speed, capability to switch to a singleincrement spacebar, a spacebar/word
counter, and various other work-easing
features (all mechanical or electro-mechanical, naturally). It gives me some
pride too to be continuing the last small
branch of R&D that James Hammond
started in the 1880s.
Fred Woodworth
Tucson, Ariz.
I just sent a request to my local public library asking them to carry a subscription to ETCetera. This, however,
is the same library that removed both
Beeching’s Century of the Typewriter and
Hutchison’s The Typewriter Repair Manual
from their shelves. I guess I was the only
one checking them out and they needed
more room for the latest Danielle Steel
book.
I love the paint job on your SM3. It
looks a little like a Blue Bird / Torpedo
18.
Steve Brannon
Richmond, Va.
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